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Early and Primary Years
Season of festivals and good cheer igniting the feeling
of tolerance and harmony in all souls. Once again we
are back with tidings from the festival season.
Volume 4
November Newsletter

Where there is righteousness in the heart, there is beauty in the character. When there
is beauty in the character, there is harmony in the home. When there is harmony in the
home, there is order in the nation. When there is order in the nation, there is peace in
the world.

- APJ Abdul Kalam
Harmony is essential to happiness especially in a strife ridden world as ours in the present times. Our
activities aim at allowing our students to explore their potential while at the same time help create a
foundation of strong moral fibre.
Harmony is the underlying theme for this season of festivals.

Ekta Diwas

“There is something unique in this soil, which despite many obstacles has always remained
the abode of great souls.”-Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, who was believed to be the
Bismarck of modern India, is the architect of independent
India by uniting 562 princely states. We celebrated the 145th
Birthday of this legend on the 29th of October 2021 with a lot
of gusto.

Grade 2 and 3 participated zealously in the Folk dances from
various States the lent a patriotic fervor to the day. It was truly
heartening to see the support and involvement of the parents
without which none of this would have been possible. A shout
out to all the parents!

The day began with a special assembly wherein a PPT was
shown on the significance of the day, life and times of Sardar
Patel and concluded with facts about the Statue of Unity.

A declamation competition was held for the students of Grades
4 and 5 with the choice of the two topics – ‘India of my
dreams’ and ‘Three things I love about living in India’. There
were over forty participants in all and it was a joy to see the
confidence and conviction with which they participated
wholeheartedly to make the show a grand success.

A fun quiz was organized for Grade 1 to 5 which saw some
enthusiastic participation by the students. Grades 4 and 5 also
took a solemn pledge to mark the occasion. Grade 1 students
looked resplendent dressed in ethnic attire from various states
across the country as they celebrated ‘Ekta Diwas’.

Success is becoming in adulthood what you dreamed of in your
childhood, so we do wish for our students to be able to recreate
the India of their dreams…..

Ekta Diwas

Children’s Day
“There is a garden in every childhood, an enchanted place, where colors are brighter, the air softer, and the
morning more fragrant than ever again.” – Elizabeth Lawrence
A child has a special way of adding joy to every single day. Childhood
is a part of life that creates beautiful lasting memories and we at
NPSKRM celebrate children’s day with this in mind year after year.
This year’s celebrations were marked with lots of fun games and class
parties.

Grade 2 made for some groovy movers and shakers with an action song and
a foot tapping number, following it up with Art and Craft activities and an
exciting Talent spotting show.

“ Necessity is the mother of invention , but play is certainly the
father” – Roger Von Oech. Play is as important as everything else
for a child. It is a necessity, and a child’s favourite way of learning.
We tried to generate as much fun as possible online by organizing a
variety of activities from games, dancing, talent shows, to Zumba to
ensure our children made the most of their special day.

lot of fun with the Dance Statue game.

Grade 3 began with a brain teaser fun Kahoot quiz, a guessing and face the
cookie, with the children trying to eat the cookie placed on their forehead
The day began with the assembly highlighting the importance of the and declaring they never had so much fun eating a cookie before!!
day and a small dose of laughter provided by the much loved Grade 4 too displayed their extraordinary flair for a variety of things from
‘Supandi and his antics’ in the form of a video. This was followed by singing, dancing to playing instruments. The excitement was accelerated
a class party with the children and teachers enjoying the class party on with a Kahoot quiz on children’s movies and ended with a scavenger hunt.
their favourite bites during the extended snack break.
Grade 5 started with a memory game to hone their retention skills and had a

Grade 1 had fun learning about hard work and perseverance while
watching a video ‘Pip the Puppy’. They followed it up with some
brain teasing riddles and some energetic dancing ‘Zumba style’ to the
popular - ‘Minion’s Banana Song’ ending their party with the all time
favorite - Story time.

Sure saw a lot of hunting around the house and a lot many statues! The day
ended with an art competition for Grades 1-5. Many memories were created
as the saying goes-‘Sometimes you never know the value of a moment
until it becomes a memory forever.’

Children’s Day

Interclass Competitions
“There is no competition because no one can be me.”
Winning doesn’t always mean being first. Winning means you
are doing better than you have done before. The virtual
learning mode meant children had to participate in
competitions too online, but that did little to dampen their
bubbly spirits as they whole heartedly enjoyed putting their
best foot forward as always!
The Grade 1 Inter-class competition for General Knowledge,
Maths Whizz and Spell Bee culminated in the month of October
and witnessed wholehearted and enthusiastic participation by
the young learners encouraged by their teachers.
It was conducted by the Grade 8 and 9 students of the senior
school.
Interclass
Competitions
2021-22

Primary Years

The online Inter-class competition for Grade 2 and 3 was
conducted through the 1st semester. Students participated in the
prelims that was conducted in August and September.

The finals were held during the last week of October. The
senior students from grade 8 and 9 hosted the competitions on
Teams. The ICC finals was a live event that where all students
and parents could watch it through the link provided on
Teams.
The Inter-class competition for Grade 4-5 commenced in
September with the prelims across the categories Math Whizz,
Cyber Champ, Spell Bee and General Knowledge. Two finalists
across each of the sections with a mixed team had a chance to
participate in a thrilling virtual final that were conducted by
the quizmasters of our clubs across the month of
October/November.
Even on a virtual platform the teams had a chance to
collaborate easily and participated enthusiastically.
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Kannada Rajyotsava
!ೋಗದ '( *ೆಳ,ನ./
ತುಂ3ೆಯ 5ೆ6ೆ ಬಳ8,ನ./,
ಸ;ಾ=>?ಯ @ೋಹದ>ರ
ಉತುDಂಗದ Eಲು,ನ./.
Eತ= ಹ(ದHಣJವನದ
5ೇಗ ಗಂಧ ತರುಗಳ./
So went the lines from the ode Nityotsava by the poet Nissar
Ahmed as he extolled the beauty of the Jogfalls, Sahyadri
mountains, Tungabhadra river and the lush verdant green of
the forests as Karnataka is in perpetual celebration of nature
and its beauty. The sweet lyrics sounded sweeter in clear
voices of our students as they sang the song in celebration of
Rajyotsava.
To remember the golden heritage of our state and be proud to
be a part of it, the Rajyotsava celebrations were held after the
reopening of the school on the 11th of November 2021. The day
began with a special assembly on the significance of
celebrating this day and also a brief review of the history of the
state.

This was followed by a speech by students across Grades 1 to 5 in
both Kannada and translated in English. Poetry recitation of poems by
famous Kannada poets too was a part of the show. Role play of the
great personalities of the state added to the passion with which the day
was celebrated. As a culmination of the celebration, the students were
taught the state anthem reflecting the spirit of Karnataka!

Kannada Rajyotsava

The magic of the
Early Learning Years

Value for the month: Sharing

“Sharing is valuing a person more
than a thing.
We strongly believe in this thought and the Early
Years had ‘Sharing’ as the value for the
month. With Dussehra and with Diwali round the
corner, it seemed an apt time to inculcate the value
of ‘sharing.
Teachers explained the importance of sharing and
children were encouraged to share gifts with and
express gratitude to the support staff at home and the
people who help them.

Dussehra Celebrations
As a part of Dusshera celebrations, children were introduced to stories about how Dusshera is celebrated in different
parts of India. Children were encouraged to talk about the celebrations in their houses, watch videos on
Dusshera, create artwork which included decorating an elephant with sequins and glitter, make Ravana using geometrical
shapes and colouring worksheets. Children came dressed in ethnic attire and performed the Garbha dance with much
gusto.

Dussehra
Celebrations

A dhoti, shawl and smile – Mahatma Gandhi epitomizes the ideal of non-violence
and simplicity as a way of life. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, also known as
‘Bapu,’ played a key role in the Independence of India, and his birthday October 2
was celebrated by the students of Early Learning.

Gandhi Jayanti Celebrations
Gandhiji believed “Education which does not
mould character is absolutely worthless”
Gandhiji was an epitome of self-control and thereby showing
respect to self.
At NPS we firmly believe in this philosophy. An important
virtue for children to learn is respect, beginning with self.
Children were encouraged to display this by eating healthy,
being kind, and getting adequate exercise.
This was imparted to children by way of stories and puppet
show.
The seniors tried their hand at drawing a likeness of Gandhiji.

Culmination of ‘Weather and Seasons’
“All seasons are beautiful for the person who carries happiness within…..wherever you go, no matter
what the weather, always bring your own sunshine…..”
On this beautiful note the KG2s had culmination of the EVS topic ‘Weather and Seasons’ on 28th October 2021. The teachers did
a role play enacting and depicting the various seasons by wearing clothes specific to the seasons and quizzed the children, who
answered by playing the game 1,2,3…show me! A role play is a social space that develops speaking and listening skills, as well as
giving children the opportunity to reflect on and develop their knowledge of a topic, whilst sparking and enhancing creativity and
imagination. The children and teachers enthusiastically participated in this engaging activity.

Ethnic Day – Diwali Celebration
Diwali the ‘Festival of Lights’ spread its brightness through the week. The celebration started with giving an introduction about Diwali
either through a video or a story about the festival of lights. The Early Years had ‘Ethnic Day’ to celebrate the festival of lights ‘Diwali’ in
full spirit of brightness and happiness.
Children came dressed up in beautiful ethnic wear. Teachers shared the story of Diwali and the importance of sharing and spreading joy
in the life of others. Safety measures to be taken while celebrating Diwali were also discussed. Song and dance added colour to the
celebration. The celebration ended with children doing beautiful Diwali crafts like painting diyas, making lanterns and flowerpots and
sharing gifts with others.

Class parties are a special
part of fond childhood
memories...’

‘With Term 1 coming to an end,
the Kindergarten department organized a class
party for their children on 28th October 2021.
Children thoroughly enjoyed taking a break
from their usual school routines, while teachers
and parents enjoyed the chance to celebrate
the coming holidays as a group. Games, fun
quizzes, music and dance made the classroom
turn into a fun zone. It was thoroughly enjoyed
by one and all.

In pursuit of leisure…...
What is this life if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare?
No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows:
No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass:
No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars, like skies at night:
So went the lines from the poem ‘Leisure’. The
poem, ‘Leisure’ by Welsh poet W.H. Davies was first
published in his “Songs Of Joy and Others” in 1911. How
relevant is it in this day and age!
When for most of us, life is so very immersed in the
mundane and the struggle to keep up with the demands of
work and chores at home, so much so, that even the simple
act of taking out a few minutes to steer off the oft repeated
path, we undergo a twinge of guilt at having wasted time.
There is always just that one thing left to finish before the
day ends…
The poem highlights the fact that one must make time for
one’s mind and soul. We need to invest that time in simple
activities that help us de-stress and recharge ourselves.

The race to complete tasks is so all consuming that, at the end of the
day we are left burnt out. Not to mention the invasion of social media
into our psyches that we feel that, it’s the only way to relax.
I’m sure when we sit down to take a breath at the end of a hard day, the
temptation to reach out for the phone, I pad or the remote to switch on
the TV is hard to fight. Instead a walk outside, through whatever
remnants of nature we have left at our resources in the concrete jungles
we live in, and just enjoy the solitude. It may help recharge our mental
batteries.
A little time spent reading that much-loved book, humming along with
that much loved tune, or sitting out in my balcony amidst my plants
with just my thoughts for company is something I quite treasure. It
helps exhale the stress and conflicts of the day. We need to make time to
nurture our mind and soul.
We have been so caught up in our gadget filled days that we have quite
forgotten how beautiful nature is. I agree most of us don’t have the
luxury of spending time in nature often, but then, memories of a well
spent weekend or a vacation with family in the quiet sounds and sights
of nature can go a long way. So find some salve for the soul and here's
wishing you good luck with recharging those drained out batteries!
-Malini Keshav

Endless
possibilities….

“Every now and then go away, have a little relaxation, for when
you come back to your work your judgment will be surer, since
to remain constantly at work will cause you to lose power of
judgment. Go some distance away, because then the work
appears smaller, and more of it can be taken in at a glance, and
lack of harmony and proportion is more readily seen.”

Leonardo Da Vinci
On that note we say goodbye, and we will back again with yet
another volume of Tidings in December
Compiled by Prathima Arun with inputs from teachers.
Designed by Malini Keshav

